Sunset on the Curbur Lake March 2018
Photo by Colleen Herold
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Contact: Mark Teale

The opinions expressed have been published in
good faith on the request of the person requesting publication, and are not those of the Shire of
Murchison. All articles, comments, advice and
other material contained in this publication are
by way of general comment or advice only and
are not intended, nor do they purport to be the
correct advice on any particular subject or matter referred to. No person should act on the basis of any matter, comment or advice contained
in this publication without first considering, and
if necessary taking appropriate professional advice upon the applicability to their particular circumstances.
Accordingly, no responsibility is accepted or
taken by the Shire of Murchison, or the authors
and editors of the Murchison Monologue, for
any damage or loss suffered by any party acting
in reliance on any matter, comment or advice
contained here in.
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Email: admin@murchison.wa.gov.au
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Full page colour

$81.00

1/2 page colour
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1/4 page colour

$25.50

Full page black & white

$22.50

1/2 page black & white

$12.50

1/4 page black & white

$ 6.50

If you have any articles or information about events or
photo’s you wish to share with our readers, then please
do not hesitate to contact the office. We would love to
include them.

News from the CEO’s Desk
Hello,
It has been almost a year since the last Monologue was published. I am happy to say we are back on track after a number of staff changes.
Similarly after various Council consultation community groups being in hiatus, they have been revitalised and are up and running. By way of information the following community members have agreed to donate their time and effort to the following groups:
Group

Community Members

Accident Prevention Group

Jo Squires

Community Advisory Group

Shelly Fowler, Vicki Dumbris & Paul Lukitsch

Murchison Community Fund Management Committee

Sandy McTaggart & Shelly Fowler

Settlement Drinking Water Working Group

Henry Foulkes-Taylor

Project Officer Working Group

Frances Jones

Settlement Power Supply Working Group

Tom Foulkes-Taylor & Frances Jones

Wild Dog Control Working Group

Sandy McTaggart & Peter Mahony

As you would be aware we suffered some major road damage in January 2018 following ex Tropical Cyclone Joyce. The Shire has received approval to
undertake $15,336,954.32 of repairs. The repairs will be funded by the Western Australian Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements (WANDRRA).
In other news, the SKA access route upgrade is progressing albeit slowly. The international project budget has not yet been confirmed and as a result
Main Roads will be limiting the work that they undertake this year on the route.
Rose Jones has joined us as Deputy CEO. Rose has extensive experience in Local Government and brings strong financial management skills to the
Shire. Although only having started at the Shire at the beginning of April, she has already proved herself to be a valuable team member.
On a sadder note the time is approaching when Brian & Sharon Wundenberg and Barry and Peta Panting leave the Shire. They are retiring on the
10th July 2018 to travel around Australia. We are all very grateful for the years of dedicated service and wish them well on their journey.
This change offers opportunity for our staff to progress within our organisation. On a happier note we have recruited a young couple with 2 primary
aged children to join us in late June early July. Tatjana holds both a teaching degree as well as an accounting degree and will join our administration

team. Her partner Julian is an experienced plant operator and truck driver and will join our construction crew.

Peter Dittrich, CEO

Brief roundup of the past several months from Rossco Foulkes-Taylor - Council President

I feel Council is progressing along in reasonable shape, with a normal mixture of day to day and week to week Local Government issues being considered and dealt with, along with a few more major undertakings.

After a lengthy period of trying to make sure we considered all the different methods of road restoration and their associated effects on the Shire’s financial viability/future, along with locals that live in the area, Council resolved to head down the path of returning the Beringarra-Cue Road back to a
gravel surface. Anna and Mick of Mileura are the landowners directly impacted by the upcoming roadworks on their station and our plan is that, without using up too much of their time, they will be regularly consulted/updated during the job.

Two decent sized contracts for the restoration of roads badly damaged during localised heavy rain in late summer 2017 were awarded to THEM Earthmoving (West and Northwest areas of the Shire) and Robbro Earthmoving (south east and east). This work has progressed pretty well and should be
almost wound up by the end of April.

The ill-advised decision to close down WA’s Schools of the Air was announced in the lead up to Christmas and, for what it was worth, several letters of
protest to relevant Ministers were dispatched from Council. The decision was reversed a few weeks later and, apart from common sense prevailing, I feel
it was mainly due to the fantastic energy and resistance provided by people throughout the bush. I was not there in my role as Shire President but I did

attend a protest rally on this issue in Geraldton and was impressed with the passionate and articulate conduct of some of the more prominent bush
people present (several from within our Shire).

Decent rain was experienced through the majority of the Shire in mid-January, with the exception of an unfortunate dry area in the north east. I’ve
often hoped to wake up one morning and learn that everyone in the Murchison has had a decent rain with no one missing out, but I suppose being
such a big area this is a slightly unreasonable wish – I still live in hope though. This rain did a heap of severe road damage unfortunately, and in the
upcoming months it looks like three different crews will be awarded tenders to get some road restoration underway. This roadwork will be paid for
under the WA Natural Disaster Relief funding (commonly referred to as “flood damage”).

Council continues to work towards having CSIRO’s SKA project, and other activities within the MRO, being more community inclusive with, it has to be
said, limited success. We feel that more community awareness about this major project occurring within the middle of our Shire can only lead to a
better relationship moving forward.

If you have any concerns, complaints, queries or suggestions about what your Murchison Council is up to please don’t hesitate to give me (or any other
Councillor) a call.
Rossco

Photos of the damage following ex tropical Cyclone Joyce
—our thanks to Brian and Paul Lukitsch for these

BALLINYOO BRIDGE January 2018

Murchison ANZAC Poem
By Carol Mctaggart
FOR AUSSIES FORMED A CRUCIAL BOND
WITH ALL AUSTRALIANS EVERYWHERE

THAT ONLY DEATH COULD SEVER

WE GATHER ON THIS DAY

THE TIES THAT BOUND THEM THERE

WE PAY TRIBUTE TO THOSE ANZACS

COULD BREAK THE THREAD OF FELLOWSHIP

WHO PERISHED IN THE FRAY

THAT EVERY MAN THERE SHARED

IN BATTLES FOUGHT ON MAY FRONTS

FROM THE TRENCHES TO GALLIPOLI

IN COUNTRIES FAR AWAY

TO THE MIDDLE EASTERN SANDS

TO PRESERVE AND GUARD THE LIBERTY

FROM THE DESERTS OF NORTH AFRICA,

THAT WE ENJOY TODAY

NEW GUINEA, VIETNAM

SOME SAY THE DEAD WERE LUCKY,

AN ANZAC KNEW HIS FELLOWS

THAT THE TRAUMATISED AND MAIMED

WOULD NEVER LET HIM DOWN

HAD STILL TO STRUGGLE ON THROUGH LIFE

WOULD NOT LEAVE HIM WOUNDED

WITH WOUNDS THEY HAD SUSTAINED

OR FACING DEAH ALONE

THE MEN WHO SEEMINGLY UNSCATHED

AS LONG AS THEY WERE STILL ALIVE

THAT LIVED TO MAKE IT THROUGH

THEY’D TRY TO HELP HIM HOME.

THEY STILL HAD STARED HELL IN THE FACE
WERE SCARRED BY WHAT THEY KNEW

WE HONOUR ALL OF THESE BRAVE MEN,
WE LAUD THEM EVERY ONE

ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO THIS YEAR
THE ARMISTICE WAS SIGNED

FOR WE KNOW THAT THEIR SACRIFICE
FOR US OUR FREEDOM WON

WHICH ENDED THE GREAT BLOODBATH
THAT HELL ITSELF DESIGNED.
IT HAS BEEN CALLED THE GREAT WAR
OR THE WAR TO END ALL WARS
FOR NEVER HAS SUCH CARNAGE
BEEN UNLEASHED FOR ANY CAUSE.

Thank you Carol for delivering this
poem with such emotion at the

YET IN THIS HIDEOUS CRUCIBLE

settlements ANZAC service —

WHERE MILLIONS FOUGHT AND DIED

very moving

THE ETHOS WE CALL MATESHIP
WAS BORN AND CAME ALIVE

Anzac Day - Murchison Settlement - 2018

Bowling Fun Day
Murchison Settlement
June 10, 2018

A “bacon and egg” brunch will be provided by the Shire. Hope to see you all there !!

POLO CROSSE

JULY 7TH & 8TH
2018

MURCHISON SETTLEMENT

For further information please contact :
Tessa Harcourt
E : jp.taharcourt@gmail.com

Come to the Murchison Settlement and enjoy this fabulous event !!!!

Pictured below is Brian and his team.
Enjoy your travels

Brian was born on Boolardy Station. The article can be found in the book titled Road to the Murchison,
an illustrated story of the District and its people. Authors Marion Nixon & RFB LeFroy. This publication can be
purchased at the Shire office

Sharon began working at the Murchison Shire in May 2011— she has created many memories during her tenure here—the montage that follows indicate
how much she contributed to Settlement lifestyle, embracing the great outdoors with her family and grandchildren—included in this montage are memories from Landor, her Polo Cross prowess (awesome photos of her skills riding her beautiful mare Ébony’ , trips to the Mullewa Muster and cooling off at
the Murchison…..?, Art in the Bush (My Narryer Station) and witnessing the moving of the last span of the old Ballinyoo Bridge—and this is just a few of
Sharon’s wonderful memories here at the Murchison Settlement—”the shire with no Town”!!
Thank you Sharon

FAIRWELL TO THE WUNDENBERGS AND PANTINGS
Sharon, Brian, Peta and Barry are leaving the Murchison Shire and Settlement after many
years of combined service. We wish them well for their caravanning trip around Australia
and for their future retirement. Thank you for your contributions to our community.

Sh
aro
n,

Peta and Grandsons

Frogs, Frogs, Frogs, froglets?, plague of frogs!

Since my move to the Murchison Settlement in 2016, I have never experienced such a large population of
frogs in my entire life!
When first arriving here I regularly found them in the shower. At first, finding them cute, I would remove
the ones I could get to (even though some always new how high to climb to be out of reach). When showering it is quite an experience as you feel soft squishy things jump on your feet, and stepping on them at
night when walking to the bathroom is not pleasant either.
I hoped that they would be an environmentally friendly mozzie eradicator for the mosquito’s that also like
living in our unit.
After good rain they can be heard making deafening noise as thousands call out looking for a mate. Just
like the large cicadas that are excessively noisy during mid-summer. I am sure that they would be over
the allowable noise level set by health department standards and OSHA.
In my role as Librarian / Cleaner they are my biggest problem. They seem to have a preference for residing in the toilets and drains of the ablution blocks, houses, office – in fact – everywhere!
They leave more mess than any human users and their tracks can be seen all over the mirrors, toilet cisterns, tanks, walls, and windows. Sometimes one flush will reveal up to 20 frogs clinging to the inside of
the bowl, hanging on for dear life by all fingers and toes as the water flushes over them, then diving into
the pipe when they see me with the toilet brush.
After trying all sorts of environmentally friendly methods, I have resorted to the bottle of Dettol, which I
seem to have a morbid sense of glee as it sends them into a mad panic, jumping and kicking as it goes to
work.
After a quick Google search, I think they are desert tree frogs, scientific name: litoria rubella
Please refer to the article on the next page from the Back Yard Buddies website.
(Article by Vicki Dumbris)

Thankyou to Francis (Wooleen Station) for providing this nostalgic look at the Murchison Monologue

Community Questionnaire
Frances Pollock – Wooleen Station
What kept you busy most of the Summer?
Study. Trying to finish my diploma and degree
Which of the four seasons do you love the most?
Autumn
What was the best book/movie you read/watched in
the last 3 months?
Just reading never ending course materials!!!
What is your perfect pizza?
Capricciosa, with lots of olives and anchovies
What cheers you up, if you've had a bad day?
Sunset drinks with Dave and the dogs
Are you a morning or a night person?
Definitely morning.

Rossco Foulkes-Taylor – Yuin Station

What kept you busy most of the Summer?
Fencing
Which of the four seasons do you love the most?
I like all the seasons for different reasons and think life is a
bit short to be too choosy. Having said this though January
is the one “hump” month I sometimes look forward to getting through if it comes in a bit hot.
What was the best book/movie you read/watched in
the last 3 months?
A book called “The Shepherds Life” by James Rebanks
What is your perfect pizza?
Most that come out of our wood pizza oven but especially
those with anchovies.
What cheers you up, if you've had a bad day?
Chooks - they are so enthusiastic.
Are you a morning or a night person?
I usually prefer the last half of the day.

Michael Foulkes-Taylor – Tardie Station
What kept you busy most of the Summer?
Mills and baiting
Which of the four seasons do you love the most?
Spring
What was the best book/movie you read/watched in
the last 3 months?
“For Whom the Bell Tolls” (2nd time read) by Ernest Hemingway
What is your perfect pizza?
Lots of prawns, white sauce and buts.
What cheers you up, if you've had a bad day?
A single malt
Are you a morning or a night person?
Night person
Mark Teale – Mid West Freight

1 What kept you busy most of the Summer?
The fire brigade
2 Which of the four seasons do you love the most?
Winter
3 What was the best book/movie you read/watched in
the last 3 months?
The Name of the Wind - Patrick Rothfuss (3rd read
through)
4 What is your perfect pizza?
Pepperoni
5 What cheers you up, if you've had a bad day?
Nice dinner with the family
6 Are you a morning or a night person?
Both, depends on how much sleep I’ve had

Jano Foulkes-Taylor – Tardie Station
What kept you busy most of the Summer?
Forever watering, raking and cleaning.
Which of the four seasons do you love the most?
Spring
What was the best book/movie you read/watched in the last
3 months?
“See How They Run” by Jerrard Tickell (old English story,
1st published 1936)
What is your perfect pizza?
Heaps of topping and not much base
What cheers you up, if you've had a bad day?
My faithful pussy cats and the garden
Are you a morning or a night person?
Seem to be mostly an all-day person

Chris Graham – Ex-Muggon Station

What kept you busy most of the Summer?
Keeping cool!
Which of the four seasons do you love the most?
Autumn
What was the best book/movie you read/watched in the last 3
months?

The Man from Coolibah - Milton Jones
What is your perfect pizza?
Meat Lovers
What cheers you up, if you've had a bad day?
Couple of beers
Are you a morning or a night person?
Morning Person

David Pollock – Wooleen Station

What kept you busy most of the Summer?
Building a new set of cattle yards
Which of the four seasons do you love the most?
Summer – it’s quiet!
What was the best book/movie you read/watched in the last 3
months?
Netflix series - Rake
What is your perfect pizza?
Anything homemade – with NO anchovies
What cheers you up, if you've had a bad day?
The dogs, with cheese and wine, at any grassy location on Wooleen
Are you a morning or a night person?
Night person

Quentin Fowler – Beringarra Station

1 What kept you busy most of the Summer?
Chasing water and drinking
2 Which of the four seasons do you love the most?
We only have 2 seasons here, summer and winter, so definitely
winter
3 What was the best book/movie you read/watched in the last 3
months?
Blood, Tears and Folly by Len Deighton
4 What is your perfect pizza?
Any pizza that Shelly makes
5 What cheers you up, if you've had a bad day?
My family and alcohol
6 Are you a morning or a night person?
Morning

Thanks to the Federal Government and the Roads to Recovery Program we have been able to undertake reseal work of the Settlement area and various sections of the Carnarvon Mullewa Road.

